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I'm not sure why... but I continue to be 
amazed at how the FOSTA-SESTA law, 
passed in April of this year, is still 
making waves and creating chaos in the 
erotic industry. 
 
On the surface, the Department  of 
Justice used the FOSTA-SESTA law to 
shutdown Backpage.com soon after it 
was passed.  
 
In reality, they have charged the owners 
of the site with a number of counts 
related to money laundering.  
 
Apparently there are a few 'conspiracy 
to pimp' charges against the owners, 
Michael Lacey and James Larkin, and 
their CEO Carl Ferrer, but they are not 
the main charges although no one 
knows for sure. 
 
So why is that? Why is it that no one is 
exactly certain what or how many 
counts they've been charged with. It's 
because there were over 90 indictments 
made against them, but they've been 
sealed by the court.   
 
As well, the courtroom itself was closed 
to the public and even their lawyers 
didn't know for certain what they'd 
been charged with. It makes one ask... 
What. The. Fuck? 
 
Something is very wrong here. I, like 
many, have been following this story 
since the summer of 2015 when 
Backpage began jumping through 
hoops to find and keep payment 
merchants.  

It was that year when a sheriff 
convinced the heads of Visa and 
Mastercard to stop doing business with 
Backpage. That same sheriff was later 
reprimanded by the courts saying he 
had violated the owners of Backpage's 
free speech rights. 
 
However, the damage was done. It set 
some weird precedent whereby big 
financial institutions and payment 
merchants cracked down more on ALL 
websites offering advertising to erotic 
providers. 
 
That went on for at least a year and a 
half. Then Backpage and Craigslist were 
forced to shut down their adult section. 
The circle was getting smaller. The take 
down was nearing completion. 
 
Then the FOSTA-SESTA law was passed 
in April. Within hours Craigslist shut 
down their personals section and nearly 
30 other popular, well traveled erotic 
advertising industry sites voluntarily 
took themselves offline. A few of those 
sites are back up, but with revised and 
drastically more conservative policies. 
 
At this point, I think it's important to 
remind the reader of who Michael 
Lacey and James Larkin are. 
 
In 1970, Lacey and Larkin started what 
would become known as The Village 
Voice. It started in Pheonix, Arizona, 
but if you are familiar with New York 
City in the 80s and 90s you'll remember 
it. There were numerous red stands 
filled with the publication which was 
offered to the public for free. 

http://members.personallifemedia.com/?a_aid=55ccfc491ce8f&a_bid=af54cf10
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That was before the internet. Their 
classified section was with alternative 
and independent artists and businesses, 
including erotic entertainment.  
 
Lacey and Larkin have continued to call 
Arizona home. To this day, they wear 
their ankle monitors in their homes of 
this state of the Four Corners. 
 
Arizona is also the home of the late 
Republican Senator John McCain and 
his wife Cindy. Lacey and Larkin were 
vocal opponents to many of McCain's 
policy positions for decades and used 
their publications to voice them. 
 
In fact, in 2017, Lacey and Larkin 
created a publication specifically to call 
out politicians like McCain who have 
proven to be proponents to dampen 
freedoms online. 
 
McCain who recently succumbed to 
brain cancer has a checkered past as a 
politician. At one time being the soul 
hold out against repealing the ACA only 
to turn around months later to vote for 
the new tax budget. The new tax budget 
that did away with the forced subsidy 
that helped pay for the ACA. 
 
Although he was part of the McCain- 
Feingold bill limited campaign 
contributions which was then over 
turned and unleashed the rampant 
corruption we see today. 
 
McCain was a mercurial politician to be 
sure. Lacey and Larkin were there to 
call him out every step of the way 
whenever he trampled on freedoms. 

I believe the Backpage.com seizure was 
a long slow build over many years and a 
multitude of intersecting authoritarian 
entities. Lacey and Larkin were 
stubborn in their refusal to run or fold 
like their counterparts had done. 
Craigslist quickly caved whenever law 
enforcement put a bit of pressure on 
them. 
 
There are loud telltale signs of 
authoritarian rules being wielded here. 
 
For example, a glaring noticeable 
omission in nearly every news source 
on this subject is actual EVIDENCE of 
pimping and money laundering. 
 
The indictments are sealed. We are 
getting second and possibly third hand 
hearsay on what Lacey, Larkin and 
Ferrer are charged with. 
 
There are no, (so called) reporters and 
journalists who asked what the 
authorities had FOUND to suggest 
there was 'pimping' or 'trafficking'.  
 
In fact, Backpage.com was actively 
working WITH law enforcement and 
charity organizations to rescue victims 
and find perpetrators. There is much 
evidence of that, yet it's often omitted 
in news reports. 
 
It was like the media and the public just 
ate up initial comments from politicians 
which said Backpage was the “largest 
online brothel in the world.” Again... 
WTF? 
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Is that even a thing? An online brothel? 
Seriously. Wouldn't that be considered 
web-camming? Or porn? Then shouldn't 
the law be going after the owners of 
pornhub.com, redtube.com, porn.com 
or the plethera of other sex sites on the 
internet? Why Backpage.com 
specifically? 
 
Here's an idea... Let's stop being sheep 
to the authoritarian herders. We the 
people, who number in the hundreds of 
millions in this country, are becoming 
hostage to the few hundred who set law 
and policy in D.C. There is strength in 
our numbers. We are stronger together. 
 
 
Currently, Michael Lacey and James 
Larkin are under house arrest with 24/7 
ankle monitors. They await sentencing 
in 2020. That's a suspiciously long time 
to be under house arrest for 
indictments sealed by the court. What 
are the authorities so fearful about? 
Why drag this out? 
 
I think it's because they have to build a 
case. They don't have much to prove 
their case agains Lacey, Larkin and 
Ferrer. They are trying to wear them 
down. It's worked to some extent. 
Ferrer has already flipped and sold out.  
 
So until then Lacey and Larkin await 
their time in court. The FOSTA-SESTA 
law has had the intended  disruptive 
effect on the erotic industry, it has 
curbed free speech online. My site is at 
risk as well. The way the law is written I 
could very well become prey to hungry 
authoritarians. 

However, I will press on. 
 
What I'm really afraid of is that too 
many in the blissfully unaware 
mainstream are missing what's 
happening online. I'm afraid all this 
censorship will catch up to them too 
late. Before we have a chance to turn 
back freedom infringing laws. 
 
So what can we do? 
 
We must rethink democracy.  The pillar 
of democracy is not as high or as solid 
as we were so sure it once was. 
 
That pillar is rotting from the inside out 
and we think the wobbling is a passing 
breeze. Let's stop being sheep. If 
something insides says, “something 
about that doesn't sound right...” it 
probably isn't. 
 
Sharpen your instincts with awareness. 
Then turn that awareness inward. 
That's the ONLY place to find true 
discernment. The ONLY place to find a 
reliable BS detector. 
 
It's been proven with certainty that our 
national politicians do not have our 
best interest at heart.  
 
So let's take back our power. We are the 
many and they are the few. We elected 
politicians to work for US not 
themselves. 
 
A great start would be protecting 
yourself online. Get a VPN and stay 
private.  More info on this in the section 
below... 
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Now that smoking pot is
becoming more acceptable and
even, mainstream, cannabis
businesses are vying for viability.
That means cleaning up their
slacker, stoner image.  
 
The fact is, marijuana is a natural
healing plant. When it's grown,
harvested, distributed and
consumed under proper
conditions it's can be safe to use
regularly.  
 
So for the pot industry to appeal
to the mainstream they've got to
convince people to use it
regularly. The challenge is getting
millions of people to understand
that if they use weed regularly
you can still get stuff done.  
 

Watching Netflix or drinking a
glass of wine is a nice break for
many. They know it's doesn't throw
them off their game for the whole
week. Using weed however, might
turn you into a lazy-ass stoner. 
 
So marijuana sellers need to
convince millions that smoking
weed or ingesting cannabis laced
edibles is a natural part of their
recreational time.  
 
This is a great idea. I think it really
is the only way to convince a lot of
people to add pot to their
recreational activities if they don't
already. 

Forget  
The Lazy Stoner Image:  

 
Marijuana Businesses  

Want To Reinvent  
The Industry
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A Good Example is A young man
named Adam Salcido, who spoke
with the Associated Press, shared
that he went to work for a company
which organizes marijuana-based
events like Hempfest and Cannabis
Cup.  
 
He then had to reassure his family
he wouldn't turn into a drug addict. 
 
The lazy stoner stereotype is going
to die hard. 
 
However, with a multibillion-dollar
industry just starting to blossom
(marijuana is now legal to some
extent in 30 states) weed advocates
are fighting to kill the myth... 
 

...that people who smoke up live in
their parents' basements and spend
their days eating Doritos and playing
XBox. 
 
Enter MedMen.  
 
The name is an obvious take on the
popular AMC TV show Mad Men. 
 
MedMen is an upscale chain of pot
dispensaries that is bold enough to
brand itself as the Apple store of pot
shops and financially sound enough
to serve up a $2 million ad
campaign. 
 
Basically, they've created an
advertising affront and all out attack
on the image of the lazy ass stoner. 
 

www.thebodyhouse.biz

"The lazy stoner

stereotype  

is going to  

die hard."
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Take a look at their website
www.forgetstoner.com to get an idea
of how MedMen is shaking up the
market. 
 
CEO and founder of marijuana
company Lit.Club, Judd Weiss,
believes the industry still needs to do
more. As an example, he suggests
marketing pot products in a way that
makes them look like the herbal
equivalent of a finely aged scotch or
bourbon.  
 
With this philosophy in mind, Lit.Club
has packaged their vape pens in a
way that are sleek and stylish,. They
have inspirational phrases printed on
them such as "Light A Path."   
 
Weiss is quoted as saying, “Very
much like the Tesla, we want to be
seen as luxury quality but
affordable," he said.  
 
The website Leafly, one of the online
authorities of the marijuana industry,
has done its part to break the stoner
mold.  
 
They've put ads in The New York
Times and staged promotional
events to bring awareness and
understanding of the virtues of
marijuana. Better sex and better
health are two claims Leafly often
focuses on. 
 
Yet there is pushback on this type of
promotion. Kevin Sabet, who is the
president of Smart Approaches to
Marijuana and a former drug policy
adviser to presidents Clinton, Obama
and George W. Bush. 

Sabet goes on to say, "It is not a
controversial claim to say that
marijuana could be addictive for
some people, that it could produce
mental illness, that it's tied to
impaired driving, that it makes you
not motivated, that you're more likely
to drop out of school if you're a kid
using."  
 
No, it's not controversial to claim pot
can be addictive for some people,
but it is a stretch to say it 'produces'
mental illness.  
 
Does it cause impaired driving? Of
course? Anything that alters your
perception and senses will impair
your driving. Does it make someone
unmotivated? Well, that sounds like
the lazy ass stoner myth that
MedMen is in the middle of trying to
break.  
 
And probably the most ludicrous
pushback claim on cannabis Sabet is
making is “...you're more likely to
drop out of school if you're a kid
using."  
 
No one under the age of (at least) 21,
should be using any type of drug
including pot. It changes (warps) the
brain chemistry and development in
teens.   
 
Sabet accuses the cannabis industry
of enticing children... in an attempt to
become another "Big Tobacco."  
 
I do agree to a large extent that large
cannabis companies could very well
employ “Big Tobacco” tactics for
their own gain. 



Branding expert Robert Miner is the
founder of Miner & Co. Studio.  
 
His company help to build up the
 images of TV networks and media
companies. Miner says the
marijuana industry needs to use
movies and TV shows to help
change negative perceptions.  
 
Just like the Cheech and Chong
movies help give marijuana a wider
audience it also helped to solidify
the stoner stereotype.  
 
Now if they can only get James
Bond to vape CBD oil while saving a
beautiful lady from the villian the
cannabis industry would light up!
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Was This a 

Real Psychic

Experience  

or Just a

Coincidence? 

A USER ON REDDIT SAYS

A PSYCHIC LITERALLY

SAVED HIS LIFE...

He r e  i s  h i s  s t o r y   

i n  i t s  e n t i r e t y . . .   

Wha t  do  y o u  t h i n k ?
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Posted by 
u/controlledchaos631 
1 month ago 
 
Experience 
 
A psychic saved my life 
This happened about ten years ago. I went to a friend's house and drank some cheap 
blue colored vodka. Almost instantly I felt something wrong with my stomach after 
taking that shot, I stopped drinking and tried ignoring the pain since it wasn't that bad 
at the time. Eventually I went home but the pain became worse it became unbearable. I 
thought I could just sleep this off and see how I felt in the morning. When I woke up 
the pain was still there now it's a strong throbbing pain, walking became an issue for 
me. queue trip to the emergency room. 
While this was going on my mother was thousands of miles away in the Dominican 
republic visiting family. While there she and one my aunt's went to one of those fortune 
tellers that read palms and tarrot cards. My mother didn't believe in this stuff in fact 
she was against it called devil magic. So she opted out and said she will wait outside 
while my aunt gets ripped off by this gypsy, she said all this to the fortune tellers face. 
The fortune teller didn't take any offence she wished my mother well. As she was 
heading back inside she asked my mother if she had any children to which she replied 
yes. The fortune teller calmly tells her to call home to make sure we're alright. 
Back in the States I was being discharged from the hospital the nurse told me I just 
have a stomach ache or a reaction to something I ate (No shit). Anyway that trip turned 
into a waste of time as I had no answers for my pain or a remedy. So I go home turn on 
the TV and lay down on the couch by this time eating isn't a possibility all I can do is 
drink water can't use the bathroom, walking hurts I'm just in so much fucking pain. 
Not 15 minutes later when I get home my mother calls the house asking how we are all 
doing if anything's wrong. My sister answered the phone she says we're all fine, except 
for chaos Who came down with a stomach virus he's laid out on the couch. When I tell 
you my mother flipped the fuck out, I mean you could hear her from across the street 
over the cellphone receiver. She told us the story of the fortune teller how she was 
being snotty to her and that she feared she might have placed a curse on her (lmao). So 
anyway back to the hospital I go My mother made us promise not to accept any Crap 
diagnosis from a hack nurse. Speak to a Doctor, get answers do not under any 
circumstances leave that fucking hospital!!! 
Well when we went back my sister raised hell got me rushed past the waiting room and 
into an MRI or x-ray or something like that. From there they rushed my ass to surgery 
my apendex was gonna blow at any minute. 
I was never a religious man but i thank god for that fortune teller to this day. I would 
have died on my couch that day if it wasn't for her. A few simple words from a complete 
stranger on an island thousands of miles away made a such a huge impact on my life. 
That's some butterfly effect shit right there. 



That story is nearly exactly as it appears 
on Reddit.com. 
 
As far as I'm concerned that sounds legit 
to me. Of course, I could be wrong, but 
the detail to which he gets into is telling. 
 
He describes not just his condition, but 
how his mother reacted from the moment 
she set foot in the psychic shop.   
 
It was his mother's experience, but she 
must have described it to him in great 
detail for him to relay that story so 
vividly to us. It was obviously an intense 
and emotional experience for her. 
 
That's the best state to remember 
anything in. Intense and emotional. I'm a 
believer. I think without that psychic's 
small but meaningful intervention that 
young man would not be here. He says 
that himself. What do you think?

Click Here to  

develop more  

mind power
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EROTICA



Secretly, within the white halls, she was known as Nurse Ratched.  

 

But in here, it was “Yes!” “You're right!” and “Whatever you say, ma'am!”

Oops. That's a no no. 

 

She got in his face and screamed, “It's Mistress! You worthless idiot!

Who the fuck is 'ma'am'? Your grandma? Do I look like your granny

you piece of shit?” 

 

“No, no, no, no you don't. I'm sorry. You're beautiful. You're strong.

Please. Please, I'm sorry.” 

 

“You're pathetic. Put your forehead on the floor. Now.” 

 

The pale, paunchy, balding middle-aged man in nothing but a red

sparkly thong, was on his knees.  

 

He leaned forward. He felt the noose, running down his back

connecting his neck and wrists, tighten.   

 

If this were a movie, the straining, perspiring man on the floor could

be the victim of a kidnapping and ransom demands.  

 

However, the fuzzy pink fur, lining the areas between his skin and

the restrains to prevent marks suggested he was paying for the

experience.  

 

Mistress Ratched placed one of her 4 inch platform heels on the

man's lower back and pushed. The extra flesh around his middle and

general muscle stiffness made it impossible for his head to reach the

floor. 

 

The man released several low desperate gasps. “Pinoc- Pin- Pino-” 

 

It sounded like he was trying to say 'Pinocchio' - their safe word. 

Kamala & Nurse Ratched



The Mistress quickly adjusted the strap. She enjoyed bringing these

men to their submissive selves, but she was not about to risk serious

harm. No matter how tempting it was.  

 

The truth was, this was her stress release as well.  

 

She loved to dominate, but never participate. She rarely touched her

clients except to get them into and out of compromising positions.

To have sex with her clients was not part of the equation. 

 

Besides, she couldn't think of a less tantalizing sexual partner than

one willing to beg for it from the other end of a leash.   

 

Mistress Ratched looked down at her costume while her client

caught his breath. It was chosen because it deliberately and firmly

hiked up her bosom and cinched in her waist.  

 

The steel boned, lacy red corset gave her as close to an hour glass

figure as her naturally short, stocky body would allow.  

 

It made her feel sexy. It made her feel raw. It made her forget all the

pain she carried. 

 

“Enough sissy boy! Get your head on the floor now!” 

 

 

                                                       *** 

 

Trolling the stark hospital hallways, like a fierce waddling pug,

looking for any sign of undisciplined behavior was Nurse Ratched's

favorite thing to do. Well that, and being in surgery.  

 

For the last 16 years, except for a few Florida excursions, Nurse

Ratched had worked 12-14 hour days in some of America's most

renown 'operating theaters'.  

 

She thrived standing next to world class surgeons with her hands

wrist deep in blood hovering over an open thorax. 



 Standing at just 5'2 and a half (that was important) and built like an

army truck, Nurse Ratched was on a mission to care for the sick and

injured. She was known for her intensity and attention to detail. 

 

What was lesser known was her deep longing for affection. The last

time she'd had sex was with her beloved Kenny. He'd passed on 3

years ago now. 

 

                                                             *** 

 

She'd transferred to this California hospital, last year, and quickly

developed the nickname Nurse Ratched. Never to her face of course. 

 

It's a wonder those super model looking nurse-o-blasts even knew

who Jack Nicholson was let alone One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest. 

 

Although, she had expected to see more celebrities since it was

within a 2 hour drive of Los Angeles. 

 

There was that tall dark haired actor known for serenading a girl in a

movie with a huge boom box on his shoulder. 

 

I think his name was Jim Cusack? Or maybe it was a Baldwin

brother? Oh, I don't know. There's so many of them. I remember he

hit on the Farash Trash. I saw the bulge in his pants. My God, these

Hollywood types. 

 

The bright spot in the middle of this silliness was her work in the

operating theater and Dr. Motley. 

 

She'd spent the previous night in surgery working on a crash n' burn

and she and Dr. Motley made an especially good team.  

 

He was tall, authoritative and very good at what he was trained to do.

In many ways he reminded her of her Kenny. The good doctor was

fodder for Nurse Ratched's sexual fantasies. Yum. 

 

In fact, Nurse Ratched was so experienced in surgery she had learned

to split off her psyche without losing focus on what was in front of

her... a human being open from sternum to pubis. 



She liked to think of it as 'psychological multi-tasking'. Her laser like

attention span was legendary within surgical circles. 

 

So, while focusing on the open patient in front of her, Nurse Ratched

imagined herself dropping to her knees in front of Dr. Motley (on his

command of course), pulling out (what must be) his python of a cock

and skillfully sucking the hell out of him while he moaned. Yum. 

 

Once surgery was done she needed to write up reports; both medical

and disciplinary. Ever since Nurse Ratched had pegged Kamala

Farash as a troublemaker she'd searched for any tiny reason to write

that bitch up. 

 

That little twat was hardly out of residency. Why would Dr. Motley

choose her to assist him in surgery instead of me? I'll bet it has

something to do with her big tits and the way she sticks her ass out

when leaning over countertops. 

 

Eventually, she'd come to discover that Dr. Motley and The Farash

Trash were living together.  

 

Well, I'll have to find a way to break up that little party.  

 

Every hospital manual across the country had a section stating it was

forbidden for hospital staff to date other staff members not equal to

their ranking position. Rules were rules. 

 

                                                           *** 

Suddenly there was a hand between his legs fondling his balls. The

tissue paper thin surgical scrubs he was wearing made it easy for the

familiar fingers to find their way along his flesh.  

 

He looked down. Dr. Motley recognized the unpolished, but well kept

fingernails of his live in girlfriend Kamala Farash. At most any other

time he would welcome this sexual attention. Not today. 

 

He'd been in emergency surgery all last night. The good doctor had

stitched up an accident vic that'd come way too close to dying. Good

thing the one they call Nurse Ratched was on duty last night.  



He wouldn't admit it to Kamala, but that operation had been touch

and go. Dr. Motley was glad to have experienced hands by his side

for it. Even if those hands belonged to a small Italian pitbull in heat.   

 

In the mean time, Kamala was doing her best to distract Dr. Motley

from his rounds. One hand slid between his butt cheeks and

grabbed his manhood and the other wrapped around the front of

his torso, while she pressed her soft flesh against his back. 

 

They were standing behind drawn curtains, next to old Mr. Siemens

who was practically comatose. So they were shielded from view, but

the timing was all wrong. 

 

Kamala wasn't usually so undisciplined at work. When they first

began seeing each other, they'd nearly got caught (several times)

screwing in storage rooms. They couldn't keep their hands off one

another. 

 

Over 2 years later and cohabitating now, their schedules had recently

been thrown off. They hadn't had coffee together in weeks let alone

had sex. 

 

Kamala was getting frustrated and not just sexually. She went into

medicine because she felt it was her calling, but she was getting

tired of the tedious aspects of the job.  

 

Then there was Dr. Motley. Tall, dark and handsome and more

dedicated to medicine than anyone else she knew. 

 

He was smart, gentle and eager to please her lustful wants. One of

his crowning achievements as he tells it, was introducing Kamala to

the art of domination and none other than Mistress Daisy. 

 

Kamala had first been introduced to Daisy when the good doctor

had her come over to their place to demonstrate her skills on them.

It tripped a switch in Kamala.  

 

She was hooked and not just on being dominated. The more

sessions they had with Daisy the more she considered becoming a

dominatrix herself. 



Each time Daisy arrived Kamala asked a few innocent questions.

Never too many. It had to seem like idle curiosity, but her mind was

already made up. It was a job interview. 

 

In fact, Kamala had begun her moonlighting career as a dominatrix

just weeks earlier.  

 

It was an easy enough startup. Buy a few shiny, studded outfits, some

sex toys and post a few ads in neighboring towns and voila, you're in

business. 

 

She always made sure to arrange her schedule so the good doctor

wouldn't get suspicious. Although, why would he be? In the nearly 3

years since they first met, Kamala had never lied to him.  

 

She would tell him about her new side hustle except - she was quite

sure he wouldn't be pleased. Not that she was cheating on him. She

never slept with her clients. It was just that the good doctor felt

Kamala's skills should be for his domination only. 

 

Kamala was quickly building a steady clientele. It surprised her how

many men felt so inadequate in their lives.  

 

Inadequate to the point where they were willing to pay gobs of

money to be tied up and blindfolded while wearing a ball gag and

anal plug by a whip wielding, leather clad woman. 

 

There are all types of stress release and Kamala was learning the ins

and outs of domination. She was making wads of cash on the side...

and felt good doing it too. 

 

However, this new world of strange was opening doors Kamala

thought were closed forever. 
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In this interview Dyann speaks with Sultry Charlotte Long.

Charlotte is currently a part time escort and full time publisher

with a background in education.  

 

She's passionate about what she does. She loves working with men

and loves to help a man bring his best self to the forefront. 

Charlotte also enjoys answering questions about working in the

industry.    

 

It may be surprising to many to know that there are serious,

professional sex workers who 'love' what they do. Charlotte is one

of them. 

 

The reasons have a lot to do with why women are attracted to men

in the first place... it gives her the opportunity to GIVE to a man. 

If men only understood that women really want to be generous

with them, they would work harder to become the kind of men

worthy of that type of affection. 

 

Charlotte is lovely to talk to and extremely patient. We had A LOT

of technical difficulties during this interview and Charlotte was

calm and sweet throughout.   

 

She shares a recent and particularly difficult experience with a

long term, high end client. It reveals the attitude many men have

toward women. It's an issue that women know well.. adapting and

complying.  

 

It's definitely worth a listen. Find the interview on SoundCloud... 

soundcloud.com/user-461251320-125474239/interview-with-

charlotte-long-escort-educator-publisher 

 

Contact Charlotte Long: Sultrycharlottelong.com 

Charlotte on Switter.at: @CharlotteLong   

Charlotte's Blog:  https://www.sultrycharlottelong.com/blog 

Charlotte on Twitter: https://twitter.com/sultrycharlotte 

 

*********************************         

Thank you for reading. Have a sensual day, Dyann xoxo  

Contact: bridgesbodywork@ymail.com  

Main Site: www.thebodyhouse.biz  

Membership: www.patreon.com/thebodyhouse



thebodyhouse@protonmail.com


